Multivalent Self-Assembled DNA Polymer for Tumor-Targeted Delivery and Live Cell Imaging of Telomerase Activity.
The efficient detection and in situ monitoring of telomerase activity is of great importance for cancer diagnosis and biomedical research. Here we report for the first time that the development of a novel multivalent self-assembled DNA polymer, constructed through telomerase primer sequence (ITS) triggered hybridization chain assembly using two functional hairpin probes (tumor-trageting aptamer modified H1 and signal probe modified H2), for sensitive detection and imaging of telomerase activity in living cells. After internalizing into the tumor cells by multivalent aptamer targeting, the ITS on DNA polymers can be elongated by intracellular telomerase to generate telomere repeat sequences that are complementary with the signal probe, which can proceed along the DNA polymers, and gradually light up the whole DNA polymers, leading to an enhanced fluorescence signal directly correlated with the activity of telomerase. Our results demonstrated that the developed DNA polymer show excellent performance for specifically detecting telomerase activity in cancer cells, dynamically monitoring the activity change of telomerase in response to telomerase-based drugs, and efficiently distinguishing cancer cells from normal cells. The proposed strategy may afford a valuable tool for the monitoring of telomerase activity in living cells and have great implications for biological and diagnostic applications.